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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2021148947A1] It is provided a container (1) for pharmaceutical product including a casing (2) comprising one or more first faces (20)
defining a containment volume, at least one opening (21) capable of allowing access to the containment volume from the external, at least one
secondary face (22) overlapped, within the containment volume, to a portion of the first face (20) in such a way as to define an overlapping area (23)
and a slot (24), and at least one lid (3) configured to close the opening (21), in at least one closing configuration, and including at least a first portion
(30) constrained to the casing (2) and capable of overlapping the opening (21) and a second portion (31) configured to be housed within the slot
(24) and to at least partially overlap the overlapping area (23) in the closure configuration, wherein the portions (30, 31) are mutually constrained
by connection means (32) which are tear- off resolvable, the first face (20) comprises at least one flap (25) overlapped on part of the overlapping
area (23) and protruding skewed with respect to the first face (20) away from the opening (21), and the second portion (31) comprises a hole (33)
configured to house interlocked the tab (25) when the lid (3) is in the closed configuration in such a way as to irreversibly lock the second portion
(31) in the overlapping area (23) and allow the access to the containment volume exclusively solving the means of connection (32).
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